Effect of Social Media in Health Care and Orthopedic Surgery
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Abstract: With the growth of social media platforms, their potential to affect health care, and orthopedics specifically, continues to expand. We reviewed the literature to obtain all pertinent information on social media in health care and examined its strengths and weaknesses from patient and physician perspectives. Health care professionals have slowly begun to use social media to stay connected with patients. The recent use of networking sites aims to improve education, provide a forum to discuss relevant medical topics, and allow for improved patient care. The use of social media, with the understanding of its limitations, may help promote patient happiness and safety and serve as an educational platform.

Technological advances in health care have resulted in enthusiasm and apprehension. The general public sees social media as efficient and accessible, but health care has been slow to embrace this advance in communication. Social media are forms of electronic communication through which users create and engage in online communities to share ideas, personal messages, and other information. As the number of individuals using social media platforms continues to grow, its potential to affect health care and orthopedics continues to expand.

This article highlights the rise in popularity of social media, its current applications in health care, and the benefits and weaknesses of social media within health care. We will focus on social media in orthopedic surgery as it pertains to physician–patient relationships and ways of improving patient care.

Demographics of Social Media Use

A recent report showed that between June 2009 and June 2010, the amount of time that people spent on social networking sites increased by 43% and continued to become the single greatest time-consuming Internet activity. Of all Internet users in the United States, 74% visited social networking sites, and each user spent an average of 6.5 hours on social media sites per week. Facebook has grown to >500 million active users and has become one of the largest sites for social networking among all age groups. Twitter has >175 million users, with >180 million visitors each month and an average of 95 million tweets per day. YouTube has grown to >2 billion views per day, with >24 hours of new video uploaded to the site every minute. Approximately 200 million Facebook users and 37% of all Twitter users use a mobile device to access their sites, and YouTube mobile gets approximately 100 million views per day.

As Americans spend an increasing amount of time on the Internet, they are looking to it as a means of finding health care information. In the United States, an explosion of Internet use for health information has occurred, from 25% in 2000 to approximately 61% currently. Moreover, 61% of adults use the Internet as a means of finding health care information, 61% look online for health information regularly, and 80% search for health topics online at least once in their lifetime.
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CURRENT SOCIAL MEDIA USE IN HEALTH CARE

Social media are becoming present in many areas of health care. PatientsLikeMe is a platform that incorporates patient education with online peer-to-peer communication, using information sharing about conditions, symptoms, and treatments to link patients together.11,12 Thacker et al13 revealed that of 1323 PatientsLikeMe users, approximately 50% found the site helpful for understanding the side effects of their treatments, and 42% agreed that the site helped them engage with peers who had undergone similar treatments.

Hospitals across the country are turning to social media as a means of distributing their message, educating their patients, and marketing their services. Barry14 identified the primary social media uses for 1800 hospitals using social media: supplying information to a general audience (97%), providing content about the entire organization (93%), announcing news and events (91%), furthering public relations (89%), and promoting health (90%). Hospital systems such as the Mayo Clinic, Henry Ford Health System, Innovis, and Scripps Health use blogs—or interactive, informal communication Web-based pages, linked with Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube—to expand their reach to patients.15 For example, the Mayo Clinic Center for Social Media fosters connections between patients and health care providers while building support, allowing patients to share stories through the blog at Sharing.MayoClinic.org.

SOCIAL MEDIA IN ORTHOPEDICS

Orthopedic surgeons, organizations, hospitals, and practices have begun to use social media to reach out to their intended audiences. Orthopedic organizations such as the American Association of Orthopedic Surgeons have been using social media to reach out to their members, advertise upcoming events, and participate in patient education. The variety of results from a July 2011 search of the term “orthopedic” on Twitter illustrates the global effect that social media has had on the entire orthopedics industry. The first page yields 20 results: 6 from orthopedic groups, 3 from orthopedic organizations, 2 from orthopedic journals, 5 from individual orthopedic surgeons, 2 from orthopedic research organizations, and 2 from orthopedic industries.

Similar results on Facebook and YouTube indicate a growing trend in the orthopedics field as a whole. On YouTube, a July 2011 search of “arthritis” resulted in 45,700 videos, “orthopedic surgeon” resulted in 4360 videos, and “total joint replacement” resulted in 1,090 videos.

Along with the expanding availability of orthopedic information among social media sites accessible to the general public, networking sites aimed directly at orthopedic surgeons have also become widely available. Web sites such as OrthoMind.com and VuMedi.com aim to bring orthopedic surgeons together over the Internet and provide discussion forums, video postings, and webinars to enhance education and promote discussion. Both of these sites aim to better educate surgeons and thereby improve patient care.

BENEFITS IN HEALTH CARE AND ORTHOPEDICS

The use of social media and the Internet for health care purposes provides several benefits for patients and providers that can ultimately help to improve overall health care and costs to patients. Social media can be used as a means of increasing patients’ knowledge of their own health concerns, allowing them to take more initiative in their own health care. Furthermore, social media and the Internet provide patients with increasingly abundant opportunities to communicate with people who have or have had similar health experiences. Studies have shown that when discussing sensitive health topics among breast cancer survivors, several benefits exist in online social networking.16,17 These benefits include reduced feelings of isolation and uncertainty and increased patient education before and after their visit.16,17

Social media can facilitate, enhance, and improve physician–patient communication by allowing physicians and organizations to become more accessible and approachable.18 Patients report that access to online health information makes them feel empowered because they have the knowledge to ask their physicians well-informed questions.18

Given time-restricted consultations, patients perceive the Internet to be particularly useful for confirming and expanding on information. Patients see the Internet as an additional resource to support existing and valued relationships with their physicians.19 Therefore, physicians should not feel challenged or threatened when patients bring health information from the Internet to a consultation; rather, they should see it as an attempt on the part of the patient to work with the physician and respond positively.

Studies suggest that patients still consider medical professionals to be the most important source of health information, and that the information gathered online may complement rather than oppose information delivered by medical professionals.20,22

Patients can benefit from social media sites throughout the examination, treatment, and rehabilitation process. For example, patients with severe osteoarthritis of the hip can use social media sites to learn how osteoarthritis of the hip is treated, learn about other patients’ experiences with their treatments, and learn about who might benefit from common treatments, such as a total hip replacement. They can use social media sites to prepare for the orthopedic surgery visit by learning what questions and
examinations to expect. Once patients make the decision to have a total hip replacement, they can use social media sites for push notifications (notifications that appear as pop-ups on Internet-based devices) to remind them of important topics, such as preoperative tests, home planning, and requirements. Following a successful operation and hospital stay, patients can use social media sites to keep up-to-date on where they should be for rehabilitation progress and to remind them of important post-operative safety precautions. Patients can join group pages and share their experiences with others, as well as provide feedback and offer personal experiences to physicians. Health care processes facilitated and supported by social media can create increased trust between physicians and their patients.

Weaknesses in Health Care and Orthopedics

Opponents of online social communities for patients argue that some patients may not understand the limitations of the Internet. Some worry that because standards of care have not been established for health information on social media Web sites, patients may be vulnerable to false information provided for them online. Patients need to fully understand that any advice provided on social media sites is limited by the fact that it is not based on their individual medical history. At this point, guidelines that explain to what extent physicians can provide care online and what they are liable for have not been established or implemented. In the United States, physicians are licensed by individual states. However, on social media sites such as AmericanWell.com, which provides video conferencing between physicians in the continental United States and patients in Hawaii, health information is available for anyone regardless of their location.

However, if a physician were to make a misdiagnosis online, he or she would not be held liable for what happened to the patient. A growing number of experts believe that a national, or even global, regulatory structure is needed to incorporate health care into social media. They believe that the regulations should address concerns such as online provider licensing and liability issues.

Health care providers also face limitations and barriers if they want to share patient health stories using social media. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996 ensures patient confidentiality, stating that physicians can use patient data without their consent only for 3 purposes: “treatment, payment, or health care operations.” Therefore, HIPAA requires physicians to obtain patient consent before displaying information anywhere, including public and restricted networks.

The British Medical Association recently released guidelines for physicians and medical students regarding social media use. Physicians and medical students are to protect patient confidentiality equally on the Internet as on other media, adopt conservative privacy settings on social media platforms, and declare any financial or commercial interests in health care, pharmaceutical, or biomedical companies when posting material online. These regulations protect the ethical standards of patient confidentiality and should allow physicians and patients to feel comfortable with how social media platforms are used for sharing health information.

Conclusion

The extent to which social media has been, and will continue to be, integrated into health care and the orthopedic industry will likely be a patient-guided decision. As we begin to see a transformation in health care as a whole, it is likely that the concept of the educated, proactive patient will expand due to social media platforms. Patients who want to understand the decisions being made in their treatment will continue to turn to social media sources for health care information, requiring us to embrace the use of social media as a platform of communication and education among patients and physicians. The use of social media may help promote patient happiness, safety, and overall well-being, which are ultimately the top priorities of the health care industry.
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